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EDITOR’S LETTER
Hi lovely,
Welcome to the August edition of EH
Magazine!
Can you believe we are in August already! There is a lot happening at

DO YOU BELIEVE THAT YOU CAN CREATE A BUSINESS THAT SERVES YOU AS
MUCH AS IT SERVES YOUR CLIENTS?
A BUSINESS THAT IS BUILT FROM PASSION, HEART AND SOUL?
A BUSINESS THAT ALLOWS YOU TO DO WHAT YOU LOVE, WITH WHO YOU
LOVE AND HOW YOU WANT TO DO IT?

Event Head HQ and since our June edition I have travelled to London,

If you want to blaze a path that is truly

Paris and I am currently in New York City. All of these trips have been
to deliver and be involved in - you guessed it - events!

your own, to build a business with solid

Events really can be a ticket to travelling and exploring more of the

foundations that can grow as fas as you

world and this is a sentiment this months cover girl Sora Surya No

can rise, I invite you to join me inside

echoes.

Beautiful Business Builders.

I am so excited to introduce you to Sora. I loved meeting her in
Melbourne earlier this year, and hearing about her work as a sacred
space holder, international retreat leader and inspirational speaker
- amongst many other talents. Flip to page six to soak up some
incredible wisdom from Sora.
This edition really is jam packed full of beautiful events. From Sora’s
incredible circles to Ruffles and Bells Bespoke Pop-Up Bridal Fair

Beautiful business builders is an exciting new community

It will carve out a space for you to learn from experts and

to support and guide you through the ever expanding

professionals, help you implement the necessary action to

journey that is being a business owner!

keep the momentum flowing in your business and allow
you to keep pursuing your true passion and purpose.

and the Beautiful You Coaching Academy Inspiration Day in Paris
(which I was lucky enough to co-MC) the edition is packedwith visual
inspiration for your next event!

Beautiful Business Builders is a community for business
owners and entrepreneurs, like you, who are ready

It will provide an incredibly fun and inspirational

to take giant leaps and build a business that is the

experience that will create lasting connections and

guidelines if you want to be featured as we love interviewing good

foundation of the loving, inspirational and abundant

friendships, all while propelling businesses to greater

people doing good work with their events and communities!

lifestyle you are ready to claim.

heights.

I hope you enjoy this edition of EH Magazine and maybe I’ll even
see you on the pages soon. Don’t forget to check out our contributor

Happy planning!

Jade x
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I TRULY BELIEVE THAT WOMEN WERE BORN TO RUN THE WORLD.
ARE YOU READY TO RUN YOURS?
WWW.BEAUTIFULBUSINESSBUILDERS.COM

SORA SURYA NO

WHAT SORT OF TRANSFORMATION COMES

CAN YOU TELL US THE STORY AROUND WHY YOU

THROUGH THE POWER OF EVENTS IN

WERE DRAWN TO AUSTRALIA IN PARTICULAR.

COMPARISON TO ONLINE CONNECTION?
The sacred land of Australia called to me. I have a past life here
Women find themselves and fall in love with their essence. They

and spirit has shared that I have much work to do in activating

see their divinity through watching other women transform. There

women here to remember their natural state of being through

is a layer of doubt, insecurity, judgement, comparison that falls

sacred space holding, rituals, and ceremony.

away and together, in sisterhood, they elevate themselves. Atan
event, the group reaches a higher level of connection with the

THIS IS ONE CHEEKY QUESTION WE LIKE TO ASK

Universe by raising their vibration to match the Goddesses and

OUR COVER GIRLS, JUST LIKE MUSICIANS HAVE

in return is gifted with magic energy that she can then use to co-

RIDERS, BUSINESS OWNERS USUALLY DEVELOP

create opportunities and experiences that are in alignment with her

THEIR OWN LITTLE LIST OF MUST HAVES. WHAT

highest self.

CAN’T YOU LIVE WITHOUT AT YOUR EVENTS?

I’VE READ ON YOUR WEBSITE THAT YOU BELIEVE

Palo Santo - to smudge; Oracle cards; Flowers; Incense; Rose

THAT CIRCLES CREATE A SAFE PLACE FOR YOU

Water; Spotify Playlist; Altar + sacred altar items; Feather earrings

TO BE HEARD AND WITNESSED, EMPOWERED

- I wear them in circle space always

AND ENERGIZED. WHERE YOU FEEL COMPLETELY
SUPPORTED TO EXPRESS YOURSELF IN EVERY WAY

AND LASTLY WHAT’S ON THE HORIZON FOR THE

POSSIBLE WITHOUT JUDGEMENT OR SHAME. WHAT

SECOND HALF OF 2017? HOW CAN OUR READERS

LESSONS OR STRATEGIES (FOR LACK OF BETTER

FIND OUT WHAT’S COMING UP?

TERM) DO THE WOMEN TAKE AWAY WITH THEM TO
CONTINUE THIS PRACTICE OF FEELING EMPOWERED

www.sorasuryano.com

AND TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES?

Sacred pilgrimage to Guatemala and Peru
Speaking at Awakened Woman Convergence in Arizona at the

Women realize they are not alone. They do actually have all the

end of the year

answers inside of them. They are powerful creators and nothing

CAN YOU TELL US A LITTLE BACKGROUND OF

WHAT DO EVENT EVENTS MEAN TO YOU BOTH

YOUR SPIRITUAL JOURNEY, WAS THIS SOMETHING

PROFESSIONALLY AND PERSONALLY?

THAT YOU FELT FROM AN EARLY AGE WOULD BE
YOUR CALLING?

Events are a way for me to connect with my tribe. I am devoted to
getting to know the women who trust in me and the community I

Experiencing trauma at an early age had me remove myself from

have cultivated. It is a way to give back, to show the fullest range

my body. I never felt quite safe or like I fit in. To be accepted I

of me. It allows me to travel and listen to what women around the

followed everyone else’s lead and never came to know who I

world are experiencing. I absolutely love feeling into the collective

was, what I desired, what I wanted.

energy - it’s the sociologist in me.

In my early 20’s, during the highlight of my fashion career,

THE SACRED CIRCLE LIVE TRAINING GIVES YOU

my back gave out and I realized I was not in alignment. Yoga

THE TOOLS AND THE EXPERIENCE TO CREATE YOUR

became not only therapy for my body but also became therapy for

OWN WOMEN’S CIRCLE. WHY HAVE YOU CHOSEN

my soul. After a number of years diving deeper into metaphysics

CIRCLES IN PARTICULAR?

stops this from happening except when they get in their own way.
They are supported, witnessed, and heard without needing saving
or rescuing. They remember the ancient wisdom of the divine
feminine which they can tap back into when they need a reboot of
magic. They soften, stay present, and interact with everyone and

Sora Surya No is a sacred space holder, strategy
alchemist, transformative business coach,
international retreat leader, inspirational speaker,
fire igniter, heart whisperer, and world traveller.

everything in sacred space. This included how they show up for
their partners, their children, their community, their business. /

and understanding the cosmos, I thought I knew it all.
Circle is an ancient sacred medicine. It represents unlimited
Now, at the age of 30, I thought I figured it all out and I was

possibilities; love with no beginning and no end. It is a symbol

going to save humanity. I was attached to my ego so the universe

of power, strength, dreams, honor, and community. When a

brought metomy years. A life-threatening experience showed me

woman spends time in circle, she cocoons herself in a dedicated

that i didn’t know it all and the first person I needed to serve,

space where her inner and outer edges weave onto one another.

help, and heal was myself.

She strengthens her resolve and expands her capacity beyond
what her mind can comprehend. As a collective, women in
circle are devoted to each other’s joy, spiritual unfolding, and
inspired journey through this beautiful world. This is when rapid
manifestation happens.
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“Events are a way for me to
connect with my tribe. I am
devoted to getting to know
the women who trust in me
and the community I have
cultivated.”
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BEAUTIFUL YOU
COACHING ACADEMY
Paris Inspiration Day
THE BEAUTIFUL YOU COACHING ACADEMY INSPIRATION DAY WAS
HELD IN PARIS, FRANCE ON 21 JULY 2017.
We asked attending byca coaches how being at the inspiration day made them feel,
and what their one key takeaway from the day was.
KYLIE HOLMES

So how did the Beautiful You Inspiration Day make me feel?

Instagram @_kyliejoy

Inspired, terrified, loved, and seen all at the same time. But
ultimately it made me feel all of these things because it made me

HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY MAKE

believe that I was enough just the way I am, and that that person;

YOU FEEL?

me, can achieve so much in this world if I just give myself the

It made me feel like me. Like completely and utterly the crazy little

permission to do so.

kiwi girl that I am, with no fear of judgment, and no competing.

KATHERINE PHIFER - GROW & BE

And damn that felt pretty amazing!! Being in a room full of

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM THE

coaches I was definitely expecting a lot of deep and meaningful

DAY?

conversations and some pretty terrifying questions to be asked.

What was your one key takeaway from the day? How

Me? I love asking those questions, but put me on the other end

unbelievably important communities and in person events are!

of them and it terrifies me just as much as it excites me! And

With so much of our lives on the internet these days, we tend to

Jade McKenzie did exactly that to me at the Inspiration Day. She

forget how someone can make us feel when we experience them

terrified me and inspired me all in the same moment!

in person. The way we feel when we hug them; how they make us

www.growandbe.com

feel when we hear them speak, and the energy created between
You know that feeling you get when you finally meet someone

us. We get to see the raw them, and that is something that the

HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY MAKE YOU FEEL?

that you’ve been online stalking for ages; they inspire you beyond

internet will never replace. One of my most favourite memories

From the moment I walked into the Maison de Polytechnicien for the BYLCA Paris Inspiration Day I knew the entire day was going to

belief and are just downright badass leaders in their field? Well

from the day was my very first hug and very last hug with the

be like a dream. I was lovingly welcomed into the room by so many people, including my trainers from the course. The events of the

this is the feeling I got when meeting Jade. If meeting her in the

amazing Julie Parker to say thank you. Her energy is like nothing

day easily flowed from one thing to the next and with each speaker I was inspired to become a better coach. I had so many moments

flesh wasn’t enough, when she looked to me and asked that

I have ever experienced before, and saying ‘see ya later’ to her,

throughout the day where the topics discussed resonated with me on a soulful level. In fact, I found myself becoming emotional at so

pivotal question what are your dreams? I freaked out! My stomach

I was overcome with indescribable emotion that it brought me to

many points of the day from what was being presented. I felt supported, inspired and honored. The day went by too quickly! It was over

dropped, I felt like my whole body was on fire, I started sweating

tears. Real connection with raw people! Never underestimate the

before I knew it and I was saying goodbye to new lifelong friends.

profusely and that little thing called confidence, well that ran and

power of in person events. They help people see the raw you;

hid the moment she started speaking to me! After finally choking

they can relate to you and they can feel the passion you have in

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM THE DAY?

out an answer her response reminded me of why I look up to this

what you do, and that is so powerful.

My one key takeaway from the day was that I CAN do this. I can be a successful coach. I can tell my story in a powerful way. I can be

woman the way I do. She made me feel like I could achieve those

a part of a tribe of women who unconditionally support one another. I can be a part of something amazing. Knowing that these things

dreams that I’ve been shying away from. She made me feel seen.

are possible has left me with a deeper understanding of how I want to impact the world.
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SILVANA SPEIANU

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM THE

THALIA KLECKIN - THE ONLY ONE

DAY?
HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY MAKE

The day itself was beautiful in all ways, the place, the MCs, the

HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY

YOU FEEL?

speakers, the speeches, the energy, the food. Lovely memories!!!!

MAKE YOU FEEL?

Have you ever felt that your life changed permanently after a

However, in this moment when I am writing these words, a week

AMAZINGLY inspired! There’s been few times in my life

certain day but you realized it long after it happened? This is

after all this happened, I realize that this day was more than

where I truly felt the magic of being a woman. In all its’

what I feel about the BYCA Inspiration day in Paris. In that day,

lovely memories, this day changed the way I think, the way I

gloriously loud chatter, feminine energy, laughter, honesty,

I had the occasion to meet my sisters, my mentors - powerful

talk, the way I behave. I finally understood the power of being

vulnerability, loving support, spirituality and everything that

women who dare to embrace their vulnerability and fears, step

a woman and I understood I am not alone. I now belong to a

is beautiful about being a woman in this day and age. I felt

out and bring a message of positive change. I felt gratitude and

sisterhood who nourishes me with love, care, encouragement,

completely blessed to be part of such a well-thought through

happiness for having had the occasion to meet them, feel them,

advice.

and put-together event where every detail of the day was

sense their emotions, tears or smiles. And in that day, I understood

carefully crafted to allow for learning, self-reflection and

for the first time that together we are mighty, together we can

I feel like I have returned home, I rediscovered a family and I am

networking, and all of this in the beautiful surroundings of

achieve much more than we could possible do on our own. If we

so grateful for this! This inspiration day was not an end, it was

Paris!

have the courage to step on a stage be it a real or a virtual one

a beginning. For this reason, there is no grief but excitement for

and spread our message, we may achieve amazing things.

what is to come. Thank you, thank you BYCA for allowing this to

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM

happen.

THE DAY?
There are millions of stories, each similar in their feeling,
experience and learning, but YOUR story is the only one;
it is unique and has your special kind of DNA imprinted
in its core. Paint the picture of your unique story using
Chantelle’s strategy and watch it come alive!

VERONICA PACELLA
HOLISTIC NUTRITIONIST - LIFE COACH

veronicapacella.com/en/welcome
HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY MAKE

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM THE

YOU FEEL?

DAY?

I was very curious to meet the BY team in person and to join my

I had a number of different coincidences, both during the

fellow coaches and I felt like being part of a big family. I think

Inspiration Day and during the days I spent in Paris so it’s hard to

(that) the topic for this Inspiration Day, about women’s circles,

talk about only one key. I can say that one of the strongest keys

AMIE RITCHIE

What an experience. Beyond feeling incredibly fortunate to be

workshops and sisterhood, was perfect to me and it happened in

I’ve taken away from the day is the evidence (that) I have to finish

Instagram @amie.leigh.ritchie

there, I felt loved, valued, engaged, and in spirit. I felt in spirit. I

a perfect moment, when I was ready to understand on a deeper

my book as soon as possible. When Rebecca Campbell was

level. The day made me reflect on a range of different things such

talking about writing a book, she looked straight to my eyes for

HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY MAKE

A feeling that carried me home. Knowing I can capture that

as: friendship, authenticity, sisterhood, business and mindset.

a few seconds highlighting the importance to get the book done,

YOU FEEL?

feeling again and again, through memory, beautiful photos, and

I only recently realized the importance of sisterhood and how

no matter what, because it’s a soul calling. It’s been a slap on my

To properly answer this question, I had to throw on some Edith

with a little help from La vie en rose, is testament to the day’s

much the country, as well as the society, where I live, Italy, really

face and the following days I had to face all my resistance and

Piaf, take a few deep breaths, and take myself back a week ago

wholeness in every way. I loved everything about it. If you have a

needs the rising of a true feminine part. It gently led me to think

clearing old fears around expressing myself. Veronica Pacella

to the scene. Think sophistication, luxury, charm, and grace.

chance to get to an event by Event Head, take it!

felt inspired. A feeling I know was shared by the other attendees.

about what sisterhood means, what sisterhood can do and how

Add a community of delighted, inspired, and joyful women

sisterhood is experienced from women who live in different part of

brought together in celebration. A line-up of amazing speakers,

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM THE

the world. Moreover, it got me thinking what sisterhood means to

delicious and abundant food and drink, and every detail planned

DAY?

me, according to what I truly feel.

and delivered with great love and attention. All of this brought

My one key takeaway from the day was that when women come

together seamlessly in an 18th century mansion in Paris. Mon

together in community, in collaboration, in spirit and inspired, we

dieu!

can move mountains and support each other to incredible heights.
This was displayed not only in the existence of the event itself,

More than the obvious charm of its incredible location, the

but in the joy, belief, and connection that was carried, created

Inspiration Day was remarkable for its ambiance. An ambiance

and strengthened within those walls. Walls that held the event,

created by each delicate detail, each person held in comfort and

but which, even in their exquisite charm, were secondary to the

connection - from the moment of invitation to the very end, each

beauty created within.

presenter who shared their wisdom and, of course, the team
behind it all who brought everything together.
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LEXX ELLINS - Lexx Ellins Life Coaching

EMMA ARGENT

www.lexxellins.com

Instagram @emmarosecoaching

HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY MAKE YOU FEEL?

HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY MAKE

I feel blessed to have been present at the BYCA Paris Inspiration Day and would describe the day as being truly magnificent and magical.

YOU FEEL?

The energy created by bringing together so many incredible women lifted me up and woke up pieces of my heart and soul that I wasn’t

Being at the Inspiration Day gave me such a sense of success.

aware existed. Never before have I felt so loved, supported, and accepted for my authentic self by a group of women I had only just met.

Success that I was there, I’d made it, I’d found my way and my

Being surrounded by so much passion, energy, and joy has lit a creative spark within me that has allowed me to break through so many

people. Surrounded by all of these warm, generous, passionate

barriers in both my personal growth and my business. I will cherish the memories and connections made that day for all my life.

women, my soul was soothed and the love levels flew off the
scale! I know for sure that this group of women were meant to

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM THE DAY?

come together that day, at that time for a higher purpose, to raise

The thing that resonated with me the most from the beautiful Inspiration Day was the power that lies within the Divine Feminine and the

each other up and spread the love like a ripple effect around

sacred bond of sisterhood. I have spent much of my life living from a place where my masculine energy was dominant and have only

each of us.

recently begun to find a balance between the masculine and feminine energies within me. Seeing first hand so many women achieving
joy, success, and fulfillment through running heart centred and intuitive businesses was a huge inspiration. There is something magical

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM THE

that happens when strong, powerful women come together to support each other dreams. I feel honoured to now be a part of the BYCA

DAY?

sisterhood and the connection and support that comes with that.

My key takeaway came from Rebecca Campbell’s talk and it was;
Everything you need is already inside of you. You are everything
and everything is you. Nature will provide you the answers you
need, you only have to listen. Oh, and one more – deep breaths

ARACELYS ROMAN - LIFE AND MINDSET

are a necessity!

COACH
www.EmergeAndBloom.com
HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY
MAKE YOU FEEL?
How did being at the Inspiration Day make you feel?
Being at the Inspiration Day made me feel like a certain
type of magic. It was a mesmerizing experience. We
were received with lots of love and celebration vibe. A
day of total decadence. A very special moment at a
beautiful place with our wonderful trainers; spiritual teacher
and best-seller author Rebecca Campbell, who has a
transforming presence; mind-blowing speakers and women
all around the world weaving together happiness, healing
and love. There is nothing more powerful than being part
of a deeply loving sisterhood of strong role models whose
lives inspire us. Sharing with uplifting women who are
living in meaningful ways, ignited something in me that left

MEGANE DAUMAS

and afterglow of contentment. I appreciate and will always

www.thatkindofstory.com

cherish the many ways this dynamic and inspiring event

HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY MAKE YOU FEEL?

my life.

Can you imagine a room filled with like-minded women, listening to inspiring talks all day long, sharing together delicious food and

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM
THE DAY?
I would say that my one key takeaway was to let the power
of our deeper purpose act through us. We tend to think that
we will start acting as soon as our circumstances become
ideal. We must set aside our doubts and give ourselves a
chance. We must give ourselves permission to embody the
things that spark our soul.
It’s up to us to launch our best life and take steps that lead
in the direction of our heart. The possibilities for growth
and fulfillment are vast. Let’s share the gift of shining our

14
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brightest lights.

BYCA PARIS INSPIRATION DAY PHOTOS BY FI MIMS PHOTOGRAPHY

expanded my vision and help me see a broader picture of

creating unforgettable memories in Paris ? This is what I got the chance to live and I still feel incredibly inspired by this day. I have been
dreaming about it for almost two years and finally being able to attend it made me feel so fortunate. There is something special about
being surrounded by like-minded people. People who understand what you are going through and what you are trying to create for your
life. And it’s even more powerful to listen to beautiful women, convincing us that our personal story matter, that we all have unique gifts
to share in this world and encouraging us to follow the path that our heart really desires. The name for this event suits it perfectly : My
inspiration has been propelled to a level never imagined before.

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM THE DAY?
if I had only one key takeaway to remember, it would definitely be that our dreams are waiting for all of us. We all have our own talents,
our own stories, our own light within us. Our biggest mission is to find enough courage to use them because they do matter. The Inspiration
Day gave me even more proofs that dreams are not just in our heads or fantasy. They are real, they are what our soul is craving for, they
are only waiting for us to be authentic and take inspiring actions.
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LING ABSON

The next keynote speaker was Rebecca Campbell. She literally

lingabson.com

stretched time and did a soul transmission of what we needed
to hear. What I’ve learned from her is difficult to put into words.

HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY MAKE

What I felt was indescribable. She challenged my limiting

YOU FEEL?

thoughts and the constraints I unknowingly had put myself in. She

I am very lucky that my first Inspiration Day took place in Paris,

made me questioned “Why not me?”. I need to rise so that I can

France, one of the most romantic cities in the world! I had

help other sisters rise. It’s not just about me.

combined this Inspiration Day with a weekend getaway with
my husband, one of the first time we’ll be traveling alone in

The closing presentation from Julie Parker still touched me to my

almost ten years, so this weekend was extra special to me. In

core almost two weeks later. I’ve never felt so much love and

the quiet morning air, I walked up to the entrance of Maison des

support from someone that I hardly know. Julie wants us to know

Polytechniciens, the place where the Paris Inspiration Day was

that we have a gift and our dream is possible. My dream is

being held. I was greeted with a welcoming sunlit building and

POSSIBLE!. This is the part that I wished I had tissues on hand. If

the Parisien architecture took my breath away. As I entered into

I had been alone in my room and Julie’s speech was a show on

the building, I was led to the ornately decorated flight of stairs

TV, I would have ugly cried my heart out. Snot and all. As Julie’s

that would lead me to the event. Just a few steps away from the

voice got more emotional, you can feel the love in the room.

event room, I could hear the chatter and excitement. Suddenly
I found myself a little nervous and anxious, like going on a first

There is something powerful about a collective group of women

date with someone after chatting online for a few months.

all focused on the same thought that our dreams are possible.
Lastly, what I did not expect were the connections I made with the

On one side of the room was perfectly laid out French pastries,

women I met. I really loved hearing each and everyone of their

coffee and beautiful fresh flowers. On the other side was filled

coaching journeys, what they’ve learned along the way and how

with women getting to know each other and making heartfelt

it unfolded for them. It’s great to be able to connect with coaches

connections. The day unfolded very quickly and I wished I could

all over the world online but it’s quite an experience able to meet

hit the pause button to savour it some more.

each other face to face.

From the moment Chantelle Adams started her presentation, I was

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM THE

completely hooked. It was as if all the women in the room had

DAY?

disappeared. I was transported into her story and was right there

Your story matters, you matter and your dreams matter. You have

alongside with her. Her story was transformative and her advice is

no idea the impact of sharing your story. No idea!! So don’t hold

(An Introvert’s Perspective) Sisters Journeying Into Service A true knowing I was in the presence

practical. I had never thought public speaking would be my thing

back. Believe in yourself and believe in your journey. Just like the

of Sisters Journeying Into Service, that’s the overwhelming feeling that illuminates my thoughts

but hearing Chantelle Adams’ keynote presentation, I realized

way we are all unique, our journey will be unique to us.

on reminiscing about The Paris Inspiration Day. The motivation for traveling to Paris was solely

my story is so important, not only for public speaking but for my

for this very reason, to be in the presence of soulful women for whom wanting to deeply

branding and website copy and potentially copy for my ecourse

share andconnect their hearts with others was now the only path to take and were mindfully

in the future. Seeing her transform a trainee’s story in just a few

taking courageous steps to walk that path. The atmosphere felt inclusive and a strong sense of

minutes was almost like magic.

KAM JHAMAT
kam.jhamat@gmail.com

togetherness emerged through the day and I owned the feeling that I was a part of a collective,
that although in it’s infancy, AMAZINGNESS awaited us ALL.
Listening with an open heart and mind to the emotionally inspiring story shared by Keynote Speaker Chantelle Adams of what it was that
led her to take the path to service. Just managing to catch that tear before it fell, I began deeply reflecting on what had challenged me to
take this journey of wanting to empower and serve others to live a life of true beauty and authenticity.
Concluding The time had simply arrived, a time where there was no turning back, it was a now or never moment and no peace was to
be found until I met my heart’s longing. Thoughts of I know I can truly be a Light-Bearer and an Entrepreneur flooded my mind, whilst a
whisper of why would you walk-away from a cushy-colourful-career uninvitingly interrupted .........to live and be my absolute truth as
I sternly responded and silenced the latter thought. The heart-warming witness of a True Sisterhood within The BYCA Team was
magical, the strength in sisterhood was so apparent and an amazing example of how beautiful and blessed one’s life journey can be
when walking side-by-side in truth with women that only want to support and power each-other’s rise to success.
As I reflect on the The Paris Inspiration Day, I take with me the teachings on the value in creating such an energetic, full-oflife network of a likeminded supportive sisters, a place where vulnerabilities can become and be seen as strengths and
life-dreams shaped into realisations. A place where you can dance in unison and there are no fears in sharing your fears
......the safest and kindest place to find rest, when the Journey Into Service steers towards the rockier unknown paths in life ......
To SUCCESS ..............
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MIRJAM HELDER

PIPPA PARFAIT

LENA GILBERT

sisterhood. This gathering was in itself a step toward correcting

parfaitnotperfect.com

www.lenagilbert.com // www.poli-anna.com

that unbalance.

YOU FEEL?

HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY

HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY MAKE

Another incredibly important takeaway from especially Rebecca

Have you ever had a situation, a day or an experience that just

MAKE YOU FEEL?

YOU FEEL?

Campbell was the notion that we as women can make use of the

changed something in you? A day where you can feel, life will

How did being at the Inspiration Day make you feel?

This is the mid-way point of the Beautiful You Life Coaching

masculine structures to build a business while still maintaining our

just never be the same again. This happened in Paris. To say the

Attending my second Inspiration Day made me feel both

certification program for my group and it felt like the perfect

feminine connection to ourselves and others. She spoke powerfully

least, Paris and the Inspiration Day cracked something open, it

privileged and joyous. It’s like coming home to yourself. It’s

time for some inspiration to keep going. Not that my interest

on the idea that we do not need to be perfect, bullet-proof

unlocked something inside of me. Walking to the location was

a crazy day that flies by in a dazzle of incredible speakers,

has in any way flagged for what we’re learning, but it’s starting

examples of an ideal in order to serve others and contribute to

an experience in itself. Such a beautiful part of Paris. The venue

beautiful connection and as an introvert, I sometimes have

to get serious and there are things to learn and do before we

this important shift in the world. We can hold up an ideal and fail

was mind-blowing. I could not stop looking around, trying to

to take a breath as it can feel a bit overwhelming.

are through. Firstly, it was a tremendous relief to be in a social

to meet it ourselves and still—and STILL—contribute positively to

HOW DID BEING AT THE INSPIRATION DAY MAKE

group where you could skip right past the question: Wait, so

the lives of women we serve. What could be more inspiring than

the decoration, the flowers, the whole set-up. Everything was

Julie always opens and closes the day with such incredible

what exactly is life coaching? Instead, the most common question

that? What a huge permission slip to go out in the world and

so beautifully arranged with so much love and thought. I really

love and so far, two-for-two she’s had me ugly-crying in the

was, So, how did you come to life coaching? And it was indeed

speak up loudly or quietly or any other way we feel moved to. But

appreciated and enjoyed the whole set-up and the feeling you

closing session. Listening to Chantelle Adams I was inspired

inspiring to hear so many different paths and feel how broad and

most importantly, to no longer sit and wait. By the end of the day,

got in each room. And then there was the vibe you got from Julie

to find the courage to tell the story of my breakdown-

flexible this profession can be. Not to mention reassuring to speak

I felt supremely conscious of the blood moving in my veins and

and her team. You were seen, heard and felt so welcomed the

breakthrough moment and Ariadne and Murielle, fellow

to so many people who say, I’m still not sure what my focus will

the gift to be alive with thoughts and feelings and SISTERS. Yes,

whole day. They made me feel at home and part of them. Their

certified coaches, had some amazing insights into working

be, but I’m in it to find out. Amen, Sisters. Me too.

World. Yes. We’re here. And we’re on the job.

presence was so wonderful and I loved their vibes.

in groups and circles, which is an area that I am feeling

see all the details and take the magic in. And then there was

into at the moment. And what can I say about Rebecca

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM THE

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM THE

Campbell? This will be the 4th time I’ve met Rebecca and

DAY?

DAY?

every time I come away feeling truly seen in a way that

There were several big takeaways by the end of the day.

All the talks that were given by Julie Parker, Chantelle Adams

very few people make you feel.

Some of the biggies, though, were the acknowledgment of
the importance of the Rising Feminine in the world and how

and Rebecca Campbell were powerful and intense with so much
inspiration. The introductions and the guidance throughout the

WHAT WAS YOUR ONE KEY TAKEAWAY FROM

that does not mean women rising up to overtake men—but

event lead by Jade and Joana were fun and uplifting. I really had

THE DAY?

rather the need to rebalance the masculine and feminine in our

the time of my life there and it was filled with miracles. With every

The overwhelming takeaway from the day for me was

world—for the better health of all of us. There was a communal

minute passing, I knew we all in this room are unstoppable and

connection and finding the thing(s) that bring me the most

exhale of understanding just to hear these ideas spoken out

we can create anything we want in this lifetime and in this world.

joy. I came away from the Inspiration Day once again

loud. Deep down, we all feel this truth. We are out of balance

There was magic happening and I could feel myself cracking

changed a little bit and craving even more connection with

in this world. Women have been functioning too long and hard

open.

beautiful ladies on a similar path. So much so that I feel

in the masculine, striving structures and without the support of

moved to start some UK-based coaching get-togethers and
Each and every woman showed me that everything is possible

to facilitate that connection with my BYCA colleagues if I

and that we are all connected. You could feel that this is our time

can. I have also pursued both meditation groups, a circle

to rise and be the best version of ourselves so that we can serve

and some coaches that live locally to me. Taking action on

the world. That day I promised myself that in moments of doubt,

all that beautiful inspiration brings it round full circle for me!

uncertainty and fear I would tap into the spirit of that day and
guide myself back to the high vibes and love I was surrounded by.
This whole experience showed me that I am capable of absolutely
anything and that whatever life I want to live I can create it. With
love, passion and patience there are no limits for myself and
everyone else. Our next miracle is just around the corner waiting
for us...the Inspiration Day in Paris was a miracle.
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DANIELLE KNIGHT

WE WOULD LOVE OUR READERS TO HEAR

TELL US ALL ABOUT YOUR BEAUTIFUL UPCOMING EVENT

ABOUT WHO YOU ARE AND WHAT YOUR

AND THE VISION YOU HAVE FOR IT.

AND FINALLY, HOW DO YOU SEE YOUR EVENTS HAVING A POSITIVE IMPACT NOW AND IN THE FUTURE?

A Night For The Dreamers is an evening of inspiration & empowerment for

My vision is that my events have a positive & lasting impact by bringing the dreamers, wild ones & the ‘black sheep’together to learn,

BUSINESS IS ALL ABOUT.
I am a Life + Soul Coach, Intentional Travel Expert,

you to follow your heart & dream big - because anything is possible. With

Speaker, facilitator & free spirited wanderer on a mission

an exclusive screening of the internationally acclaimed Dream, Girl film

to empower my fellow Dreamers & Gypsy Souls to believe

showcasing the journey of everyday women achieveing incredible things,

in themselves, unlock their potential & create a life around

& a presentation by myself to help you stop self sabotaging & get clear

what they love, on their own terms. Through my 1:1

on how to move forward - this what you needto create a life & a business

coaching packages & soulful events, I help others pursue

that you love, on your own terms! I want to bring together the women with

life-changing experiences, goon the adventures their soul

big ideas, a zest for life & hidden dreams and remind them of what’s truly

craves & become the person they’ve always (secretly)

possible when you believe in yourself & take action. Blazing your own path

wanted to be. Having done things against the grain by

& following your passions can be a lonely pursuit when you feel as though

traveling, living & volunteering throughout the world for

no one understands or is on the same page, A Night For The Dreamers is a

the last 10 years, I’m passionate about helping others to

soulful & nourishing event for like minded women to connect, collaborate,

lead a lives full of passion & purpose & to define success

give each other permission to dream about what’s possible & go after it.

share & beempowered by the fact that they’re not alone & that no dream is too big or unrealistic. By creating events & experiences that
help my tribe uncover their purpose & know how they can stay true to living it, means there’s more people in the world litup with passion &
the ripple effects from that are endless.

& happiness on their own terms.

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR GUESTS TO FEEL AFTER
WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO THE WORLD OF

ATTENDING YOUR EVENT AND WHAT DO YOU WANT

EVENTS AND WHY DO YOU THINK THEY ARE

THEM TO WALK AWAY WITH?

IMPORTANT FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
I want my guests to feel energised, supported & on fire towards making
I love connecting with people, helping them & creating

their dreams a reality. I want them to walk away with confidence, focus

memorable & transformative experiences, so events are

& belief in their abilities to bring their visions to life, along with a new

just the greatest way todothat. I think they are important

network of friends & tangible tools to move the things that have been

for my business because alot ofmy 1:1 coaching is online

stopping them up until now.

soit’s a chance for meto get out and have face toface time
with people. They get to know me & my‘vibe’in a easy,
casual way & it allows meto also learn more about them
& their needs so I can understand how I can best help.
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GROUP PURCHASING FOR
COST-EFFECTIVE EVENTS
THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR CHATTING WITH

CAN YOU SHARE SOME TIPS WITH OUR READERS

US JIN! YOUR ENERGY AND PASSION FOR

ON HOW THEY CAN GET MORE COST-EFFECTIVE

DELIVERING BOTTOM LINE COST SAVINGS IS

OUTCOMES FOR THEIR EVENTS?

CONTAGIOUS. WE WOULD LOVE FOR OUR

SQUID EVENTS - WE CREATE EVENT ENVY
Through Technology we provide software and mobile solutions that will make your next event so awesome, your last event will feel

READERS TO KNOW A BIT MORE ABOUT WHERE

Entrepreneurs and small business owners tasked with managing

jealous. Planning events doesn’t need to be a headache on a massive excel spreadsheet. The kind of spreadsheet that crashes your

THIS ZEAL COMES FROM?

cost can deliver classy and cost effective events. A great way to

PC, can’t be shared and definitely can’t be emailed. There has to be a better way, and we think we have found it. Squid Events.

find savings is to join a group purchasing organization (GPO),
II call myself a frugalista, someone who lives the good life while

an entity created to leverage the purchasing power of a group

We provide technical solutions that allow your team to deliver the best event, and create engaging user experiences. The

saving money. I am passionate about achieving value for money

of businesses. GPOs can obtain the best possible pricing and

possibilities are endless. From beacon tracking to seamless registration. The biggest advantage to working with a system that is

spent, by working through the details and taking time to truly

quality for a host of products and services from suppliers based on

easy to use and manage, is the ability to communicate.

understand products and services.

the collective buying power of its members. The combined clout
of buying power allows GPOs to leverage spends; achieve better

Communication across the event team is a dream with the web based applications allowing unlimited admin users to work on

My parents were immigrates who lived the America Dream by

prices; and service levels that an individual company cannot on

individual projects within the event. Including a live registration console, giving you critical insight into your event in just one

owning and operating three successful restaurants. Starting out

their own. The value a GPO offers is undeniable. If your company

glance.

as a small business, we had to keep cost down. I had an early

is looking to partner with a GPO, take time researching the

understanding of what it took to earn a dollar and was taught

available options to ensure a successful relationship.

The answer to freedom is automation! This platform allows you to schedule emails and SMS to attendees, presenters and sponsors.
Surveys can also be created and collated, before, during and after your event. Helping you create more than just an event, but an

negotiation skills at a young age. My earliest memory was

experience to remember.

around age nine, I was a translator for my mom and we met with

Cannot find or need help with researching a GPO specializing

restaurants owners in our plaza. I pitched her idea of pooling our

in your industry? Contact Jin at [jinchou.amadio@pinpointmfg.

buying power together to help get the best possible pricing and

com], if none exist we can create a GPO and provide a profitable

With our branded mobile application you can enhance the engagement of your attendees and speakers through iOS and Android

quality on products and services. The end result, owners we met

solution that can also help other entrepreneurs and small business

interactive mobile applications. Create your sustainable competitive advantage. Go paper free and offer your sponsors and new

with agreed to pool their resources and we launched our own

owners with a similar need.

channel for digital advertising through the app and live polling screens at the venue.Our Event Technology solutions provide you

small GPO (Group Purchasing Organization).

with the software and tools to keep your community engaged, through push notifications, SMS and email notifications for year
round engagement and participation.

I love my work and wanted to share my knowledge, expertise and
services, but where did I start? A favor to my mentor, I reviewed

And you need to set up shop too! Selling merchandise, booths, meals, virtually anything is possible. The capability is available,

and negotiated a logistics proposal for, Pinpoint Manufacturing,

and convenient to use. Increasing additional revenue, and creating a great event for your exhibitors and logistics team.

a company that offers value engineering and offshore sourcing

The possibilities are endless with Squid Events . . . . customised Marketing, Social Media, Printing Material, Web Page

solutions. (www.pinpointmanufacturing.com). Pinpoint received

Development, Sporting Events, Weddings, Business Meetings, Parties, Conferences, Charity Events, Exhibitions, Company Training.

double digit cost savings. That first success kick-started everything
by allowing me to see how the skills I gained in the corporate

There are so many possibilities Squid Events can help you with.

sector could be applied to helping entrepreneurs and small
business owners, like my parents, optimize and achieve cost

To find out more:

savings.

Elizabeth Biega Squid Events

Jin-Chou Amadio is a managing consultant who specializes in high-performance
sourcing solutions and procurement services among various industries.

squidevents.com.au
@squidevents

Jin has worked for Fortune 500 & Top 20 Corporations, leading their strategic sourcing
process and negotiations. This experience adds value through better procurement and
as a result, she is able to deliver bottom line cost savings and value creation for clients.
22
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Before Rad Season launched, people were forced to visit between
three and five different websites to complete their outdoor and
adventure travel accommodations. Now, with Priceline Partner
Networks extensive offering, we can provide our customers a
tailored experience to discover events, book rad accommodations
and travel with ease.
Early on in my startup journey, my brand was picked up by Skift
as One of the New Travel Startups to Watch. This accolade
led to a big win for Rad Season: Priceline contacted me about
a partnership to provide streamline travel accommodations to
adventure travelers. What started out as a passion for travel
I’m Oli Russell-Cowan (pleased to meet you); a guy who created

and adventure has now transformed into the world’ s first

Rad Season as a solution to a problem in an industry I love; the ‘

one-stop-shop for all your action sports and adventure festival

Priceline’ of adventure + action sports travel.

booking needs. We’re redefining the way people travel; moving
beyond the “tourist bubble” and bringing cultural and adventure

While traveling on my four month honeymoon in Latin America, I

experiences to a new generation of traveler.

found it difficult to find cool events and festivals going on that had
an element of adventure and general “radness” to them.

Whether it’s a snowboarding music festival in the Australian Alps
in April, a surfing contest in Hawaii in December, or a camel

There was no detailed information or website with an easy-to-use

riding race in the Outback in July, this all sets the stage for Rad

calendar or location map detailing what the current festival and

Season’s notion that it’s always the season somewhere...

events season was, or how to find the happening spots for action
sports and cultural events. The action + adventure travel niche

LOOKING FORWARD

was a bit lackluster and I knew there was opportunity to bring
rad content and detail to adventure travelers so they would be

Our immediate plan is to continue to be the one-stop shop for all

informed and ready to explore.

action sports, adventure events, and festivals worldwide, while
expanding our offerings and strengthening our community. We

Combining over 15 years experience in International business

are looking into Rad TV and Rad Jobs as a platform to continue

development, spanning multiple industries including Events,

to grow our community where like minded people can stay

Media, Digital, ICT, the Arts, Action Sports, Travel and Tourism,

informed and connect on all the “radness” going on globally.

Rad Season was born.

We’ re also looking at partnering with Ambassadors as a way
to assist athletes traveling or heading out into the world to train

Founded in April of 2016 on the Northern beaches of Sydney,

for their sport. We’ re actively accepting pitches to collaborate

Australia, Rad Season is an innovative website for finding and

with Rad Season; travel writers, photographers, videographers

going to the best action sports and adventure events in the world.

and bloggers who are going on rad adventures are always

Rad Season is the one-stop-shop for helping you discover events,

welcome to reach out. For more information, contact us to chat

book event tickets, accommodation, travel and connect with others

about upcoming projects. Another long-term goal is to explore

all on one site.

partnering with action sports charities in order to preserve the
lands that we so often take for granted.

RAD SEASON
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RUFFLES AND BELLS
BESPOKE BRIDAL
POP-UP FAIR
Walking into The White Space Studio to
see the beautiful Bespoke Pop-up Bridal
Fair and Styling Sessions was truly breath
taking.

Vendor Dream Team
Venue: www.thewhitespace.com.au
Photographers:
Adrian Tuazon/@atuazon
Qlix Photography/@qlixphotography
Neiyo Photography/@neiyo

Florals that make your eyes pop, the scent of delicious and unique candles
and the energy of like minded people in a gorgeous space was amazing!

Furniture: Harry The Hirer/@harrythehirer

The idea behind the bespoke fair and styling sessions came from Eliska,

Florals: I Heart Flowers/@iheartflowersmelb

Founder and Director of Ruffles and Bell. Eliska and her team transformed
the canvas of The White Space Studio into a bespoke wedding wonderland.

Dresses: Karen Willis Holmes/@kwhbridal

Couples were treated to champagne, a delicious grazing table and the
opportunity to speak with vendors personally and take their time viewing the

Hair and Makeup: KVMakeup Artistry/@kvmua

all the amazing services and products on show.
Stationery: Studio Silva/@studiosilva_
We loved assisting on the day, seeing happy couples, a happy Ruffles
and Bells team and vendors that could experience real personal touch and

Cutlery & Crockery: Supper Club Co/

inspiring conversations with couples was magical.

@supperclubco

Keep an eye out for next year dates…you won’t want to miss what Eliska

Candle Favours: Kandila Co/@kandilacompany

and the team have in store for 2018!
Cake/Dessert: His and Hers Desserts Table/
@his.hers_desserts_table
Bridal Robes: Posy Robes/@posy_robes
Videography: Mr Thick Black Frames/
@mrthickblackframes
Event Management: The Event Head/
@eventheadhub
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VOICE YOUR BRAND
Melbourne musicians David Small and Dene
Menzel met in 2015 when they joined a
cover band.

Voice Your Brand Experience, or VYBE provides a music

With a professionally edited video capturing event highlights,

VYBE is proving to be a game changer with their unique

team bonding experience with results. Starting with a

businesses not only achieve their goals, but have a great tool to

approach to music branding.

combination of fun warmups and brainstorming sessions

present at business events, or in social media campaigns. VYBE

the group is then set a challenge to translate their ideas

director and music branding specialist, Dene Menzel says,

Having previously worked alongside top artists in the

into an inspiring team anthem and perform it less than 2

music industry including Australia’s Kate Ceberano, they

hours.

the traditional cheesy jingle, to connect with the heart of target

businesses and brands right now.It is more than selling a

audiences with credibility, their recent clients in industries

songwriting, MCing, choral direction, music and video

Mr Small said some of the positives to come out of the

product. It is now about showing personality - about being

including fitness, finance, film and HR, who are getting fantastic

production and voiceover to create Voice Your Brand

experience for participants were: Sense of Corporate

human.

engagement from their audiences across their platforms,

Experience in 2016, a business to business service

Ownership and Identity Heightened Sense of Wellbeing

specialising in amplifying corporate brand messages with

& Energy Increased Confidence and Breaking Down

“With this growth VYBE has seen the need to expand their

music.

Of Barriers Feeling of Unity and Group Trust Feeling of

services to music branding. It surprises me to see marketing

Achievement.

teams are missing the mark on one of the most effective

were inspired to combine their award winning talents in

including social media, live conferences, phone hold messages,
radio and more.
“We are not just brands, not just businesses” says Ms Menzel.

branding strategies available.”

Director and host of music team building event Team

“We are people, going through the day to day, and we are

Anthem Experience, David Small says he is passionate

Paula Allen, Educational Leader/Support and Resource

about creating team synergy that is both entertaining

Officer at City of Casey, applauded the workshop calling

Music branding is a clever way to differentiate your brand from

all driven to communicate that. For VYBE it is not just about the

and fun. “I’ve been a musician and MC for years both in

this experience “A totally inspiring and hilariously fun

the masses, connect emotively with your target audience and be

music for us. It is about life.”

Australia and overseas and it really is inspiring to connect

way to bring a team together!”.

remembered long after someone clicks off from your video or

people through music.”
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The ‘branthem’ as they call it, or brand anthem, goes beyond
“Social media is one of the biggest marketing platforms for

EH MAGAZINE

television advertisement. If that weren’t true, then we wouldn’t

It will be no surprise then, to hear that the VYBE branthem is

automatically think of Jeep each time we hear ‘Don’t Hold

titled ‘Music Is Life’. For more information on Voice Your Brand,

Back’.

please visit voiceyourbrandexperience.com
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//EVENT HEAD AND DESIGNING HER LIFE PRESENT

PARISIAN DINNER CRUISE

www.thegoddessroadtrip.com

COMING
JANUARY
2018
Join the VIP tribe
by signing up online
and be the first to
know how you can join the tour.
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WHO IS E H MAGA Z IN E?
Run and owned by EVENT HEAD Event Management, EHM is a live content
magazine that is here to shake things up and provide a one stop shop for
entrepreneurs who run events as a core part of their business.
We take a holistic view on the entrepreneurial journey and know from
first-hand experience that events are much more than booking a room and
ordering catering! They involve worldwide travel, accommodation for the
organizer and attendees, beautiful design and style on stage and in the
room, services and suppliers who are superior in quality, and fashion and
beauty that makes you feel confident and glamorous.
From luxurious venues, to nourishing food, to onsite accommodation, to
attendee gifts, to the red lippy you put on before the meet and greet, EHM
has you covered. We love a unique take on things and we love to shake up
the status quo with some creative vision!

W E S AY NO T O AL L T H IN G S
BORING // L AC KL U ST E R / / DU L L
WE SAY YE S TO A L L T H I N G S
FRESH // I N SPI R I N G / / E XCI T I N G
www.ehmagazine.com.au | www.eventhead.com.au
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